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Abstract Tir,3 .advantage of electric propulsion can
be expressed also b savings in the

After more than years of rsearc, satelite lauch mas or by an increase ir
lupreet and qua fcation or ti.e payload. Esecially for north-south

pmt, ard quai1cati on qor stationceeping, electric propulsion offers
Paciofrequency Ion Thrusters RIT, the =sta;- tatoee g, electric propulson offersRa-ofrequency lon Thruster R, he a commercial benefits. The th-ust requirement
dard R:T 10 engine is now facing its first of an engine for this application was about
operational use in space. Beside a test ne ntis cut raised with in-
planned onboard the free-flying platform 0 i in the seenies ut raised with in-
pEUanned onboard the free-flylng pla rm creasing satellite masses towards 20 mN and

, to RT 10 motors sa e pe- more for the future generation of communi-
mented in an ion propulsion package to per- caton satellites. Depending on the number
form north-south-stationkeerping of ESI_ cation satellites. Depending on the number
form north-south-stationkeerping of s of engines installed and the allowed
ARTEMIS satellite which is planned as a ge- usting time per day total thrusting ti-
osynchronous, technological satellite since es of up to 10,000 hrs. have to be expec-
1989. ted for the ion motors.

For the operational use of electric At Giessen University the research and de-
propulsion it is necessary to know the me- velopment program started n the 60's at a

chanical ion beam parameters as the thrust l opmet pogam source. From that, the 10 mN
10 c- diem ion source. From that the 10 nN

vector and its stability. A beam diagnostic standard engine RIT 10 has been developed.

equipment has been designed and manufactu- After an industrial redesign, a ground qua-
red which allows to examine the ion beam, lification program has been started at the
to determine the thrust vector and its DFVLR in Stuttgart using mercury as the
deviation from the geometrical beam axis as propellant comprising a ifetest of 8,150
well as the stability depending on the ope- hrs., cycling tests of more than 2,000
ration time of the thruster. restarts, vibration and schock tests, com-

ponent tests and a preliminary EMC study.'
The evaluation of the data delivers ion A space test planned onboard the

current pictures of the beam as cross sec- German/French TV-SAT in the early 80's has
tions, 3-dimensional plots, or as cuts sho- ee cancelled due to budgetary and manage-

been cancelled due to budgetary and manage-
wing curves of constant current density. ment reasons.
Also the beam divergence can be calculated

from these data. In the early 80's, the European Space

Agency, ESA, set up their programs inclu-
ding electric propulsion activities. Now,
under ESA contracts the work on electric

1. Introduction propulsin systems has been resumed and
pushed 'crward also at Giessen University.

Electric propulsion systems are woricide a

matter of research, development and finaul t It has teen agreed upon that a space test
qualification since three decades. ne of a RIT on mctor should be carried out
application of electric propulsion fr onboard the ESA platform EURECA as an ex-
orbit control of geosynchronous satellites ement at the end of the 80's. After this
promises advantages compared witn tne con- decision of ESA, the first activity was to
ventional chemical propulsion system. Re- decision of ESA, the first activity was to
ventional chemical propulsion system. Pe- thruster to the inert gas xenon,adapt the thruster to the inert gas xenon,
placing a chemical thruster with a tipoca, since mercury was strictly forbidden onb-
specific impulse of 300 sec by an ion card EURE~A.
engine with a ten times higher specific ;m-

pulse of typically 3,000 sec results in sa- Wh:;e the completa hardware, the thruster,
ving propellant and therefore, extending the power supplies and the propellant sy-
the satellite lifetime. Hence, it is pcssi- stem are manufactured at Messerschmitt-
ble to keep the satellites in position f=r Bolkow-Blohm Company, Munich, all function
10 to 15 years depending on their mass oD checks and tests have been carried out at
the use of electric propulsion.' Giessen University including the final ac-

ceptance test of the flight hardware.
5
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Meanwhile, the complete flight hardware has turn would be sufficient to deliver a full
been delivered and is integrated into the picture of the current distribution in the
EURECA carrier waiting now for the launch ion beam. In the following, the diagnostic

which is scheduled actually for aboom, its drive and the data acquisition
by the Space Shuttle. system will be described in more detail.

Actually, ESA's technological satellite AR- The boom itsself has more or less a square
TEMIS is planned to be equipped with an cross-section of 6>6 cm as shown in Fig.2.
operational ion propulsion package to per- It contains in its stainless steel case a
form North-South-Stationkeeping. RIT 10 row of 90 target plates, 1.7 x 4.0 cm each
engines using xenon as propellant are se- also made of stainless steel. The ion beam
lected from Germany for this task. In the passes the entrance slit of 3 mm in width
scope of the qualification program the Uni- and two electrodes which suppress secondary
versity of Giessen took over the testing of electrons released from the target material
ion motor at its large JUMBO test facility, as well as electrons from the neutralizer

which will falsify the measurement.
Emphasis has been put on the determination
and verification of the "mechanical" beam
parameters which are the thrust vector and
its deviation from the geometrical beam ------ 7.3 ci.---
axis, the variation of the thrust vector
over an operation cycle of the engine and __ REAR COVER
the beam divergence.

For this purpose, a beam diagnostic device - MULTIPLEXER PC8
has been designed and manufacturea which .- FILTER/AMPLIFIFR PCB
fulfils the given requirements taking into 8
consideration the experience with a first INSULATIN
attempt to perform beam diagnostics in the BEAM TARGET (90 PROBES)
mid 70s. 4 The new diagnostic system will be
described below and results will be presen- I
ted obtained with a RIT 10 planned for the INSULATION
ARTEMIS mission. I' SE SUPPRESSION ELECTRODE

\ CASE OF DIAGNOSTIC BOON

2. Design of the Beam Diagnostics ENTRANCE SLIT 2.2 m

With respect to the operational application 11
of RITA on ARTEMIS it was asked for a de- IO BEAN
tailed information about the characteri-
stics of the ion beam. That means, that the
beam profile which corresponds to the cur-
rent density distribution, has to be exami- Fig.2: Cross section of the diagnostic boom
ned from which the thrust vector deviation
and the beam divergence can be determined. Finally, the ions hit the target plates and
Most important is the possible change of produce a current signal which is fed into
the thrust vector over the operation time filtering and amplification circuits moun-
and especially during the warm-up phase of ted on printed circuit boards in the rear
the thruster. section of the boom. The current signal is

converted into a voltage, is amplified by a
According to this, a beam diagnostic device factor of ten and finally, the amplifier
has been designed and manufactured consi- provides a low impedance output. A second
sting of a 1.8 m long boom which is suppor- row of printed circuit boards on top of the
ted in the center and turnable like a first one carries six multiplexers reducing
propeller. Fig. 1 illustrates the arrange- the number of signal lines from 90 to 6
ment. The diagnostic bomm is located in the which are connected to the analog-digital
main chamber of the large JUMBO test converter input of a personal computer.
facility while the thruster is mounted in
the small hatch firing in direction of the Fig.3 showns a schematic wiring diagram of
diagnostic device. In general, one 1800 the diagnostic boom inside the vacuum

chamber and the personal computer which mo-
nitors and controls the experiment. The
computer starts and stops the stepper motor
which drives the diagnostic boom by monito-

CAurVALVt IOs MAKE m COLCTOR ring its power supply unit. During the ro-
.I - tation it controls the measurements and

apuR stores the gathered data.

m0. TK A One 1800 turn of the boom takes about 30
N seconds and during this rotation 175 scans

S .' are taken which means roughly each degree a
' full scan of the beam resulting in 15,750

/ \ u measured values for one beam profile. In
the meanwhile, the rotation has been exten-

RrIT t - 2  ded to a 3600 turn doubling the number of
RAILS 1mm ni scans and measured values to 350 and 31,500

mAnacWR respectively. The measuring time is increa-
sed to 60 sec. but turning back the boom isFig.l: Test arrangement for the beam diag- speeded up to 30 sec. That means that thenostic measurements in the JUMBO fastest measuring sequence is one full beam

test facility diagnostic each 2 minutes.
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3. Experimental Results
90 e.,90An ptf Data Acisiion and Contra Sysem

ar In the scope of the function tests of a RIT
10 thruster for ARTEMIS, several beam
diagnostic measurements ha/e been carried
out. Fig.5 is a three-dimensional plot of

Dil--& the RIT 10 ion beam taken 2.5 m downstream
an-- M s ADC of the thruster. The picture demonstrates

Sr the smooth structure of the beam.
9o cosect.r 

PC

The graph in Fig.6 is obtained by cutting
S\\ the three-dimensional picture in slices of

S constant current density. These lines are
more or less circles and prove again the

W homogenous structure of the RIT 10 beam
s emer Moo--- - s which has in this distance behind the

thruster a diameter of about 1.2 m. The be-
am parameters are calculated and give a

Vacuum w b. Amosohere divergence angle of 11.70, a divergence ef-
ficiency of 0.990 and a thrust vector

Fig.3: Schematic diagram of the data acqui deviation of 0.70.
sition and control system

For a correct calculation of the mechanical
beam parameters it is necessary to align 30
the diagnostic device with respect to the
grid system of the ion thruster. The 2< 25
diagnostic boom must turn in a plane which
is parallel to the grids of the thruster
or, in other words, the thruster axis must 20
be parallel to the rotation axis of the
boom. An offset between both a.is is allo- w15

0
wed and can be considered in the data eva-
luation. z 10

This alignment has been performed using a
laser mounted upon the boom and deflecting u 5" !I,
its light in the center of rotation towards 0i;
the ion thruster as shown in the sketch 0 r
Fig.4. By means of a mirror on the thruster -
grid the laser light must be reflected in20 20 40 0

itsself if both planes are parallel. This X-AXIS,cm
can be achieved by adjusting the thruster
in a propriate way. The offset between the Fig.5: Three-dimensional image of the RIT
thruster axis and the axis of rotation can 10 ion beam in 2.5 m distance
be measured which is necessary to determine
later on the thrust vector and its e..ns.. I
deviation from the geometrical thruster
axis. o

DIAGNOSTIC BOOM
0%

-EXIT PLANE OF THRUSTER o

MIRROR 1

MI~RROR 2 SCREEN -

ION THRUSTER . O

LASER 3

Fig.4: Set-up for the alignment of the ion NJ
thruster with respect to the diag- \ \
nostic device \\ ---

After having carried out this alignment and
a final function check of the complete sy-
stem including the data acquisition and the o
control circuits, the beam diagnostic devi-
ce is ready for use and the vacuum chamber o
can be closed. o

This test set-up has been used to determine 80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80
the ion beam characteristics of the RITA 10
for ARTEMIS taking beam profiles in 2.5 m X-AXIS,cm
distance from the thruster. Presently, the
carriage with the diagnostic boom has been
equipped with a drive mechanism which al- Fig.6: Lines of constant ion current densi-

lows to vary the distance from the thruster ties for the RIT 10 engine

during operation in a range from 2.5 m to
about 1 m from outside the vacuum chamber.
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Mo C mr -,_ r tari t f!or tie Nc, r - u- -' Zo ". r- If one consi ders the >- ard trie y-c.o r,
k-eep 11ng r Ilstr I .--a i he -,n~ whet,-rr of the thrust vector it ',urns out that t he
arid if h , he : :reoo .ane thrust ctur does rot, move linearly C~ring
durrig w7 0r per i. .7 .tr ,ter, t i e wrni-up p ha se but It m^1Cv IF - rane-
b ecje :1 U. It i z .e : r en b Cspral-l'1'e reaching its f inal stable o-

cy~s -P Aj after ra! hour. Ar eaxrnip Ie fr t
thi,, or- -r - i -~..-benaviour i s src. ,n it) Pig.8 iyher t h.

r i r- f; 71 e :.arid *te - ,y- c orqponent of the thrust e,;r
t z t7 " .C t a re g, aphed i n ti s steFs iFor ore noujr I*
hour -n, scep of I dr dr tne ta1

1 L L. ti0 - '

d- ra j IJ- de, ; t a ,d 4. Conclusions
V-CC.MD r rj the beamr h ii ur
onc Letq ,i w:at a tnr u m, The technology of r3d'c-frequenoy ion t.'oj-
I t p r ov h the tq-ta 1 L r, c of tre sters has been stu died and developed ini

thro ~i r sr~al 1e ~i ~'ermny sinrce nearly three decades andna
eiA 1e f I.thi Z ior pro',ed its .apability in numer-ous tests.

giv-i. t, a-u-- .t Tut "S After the decision to fly a RIT 10 onzotara
r e s ita e c o ri r n: L E7., i I- atin t t , - EURECA as an experimnent, the sma 7l NESK

tea-~s ti-~.I.1r~:'er ~ engine PIT 10 is now facing its fi rst cte
u~iIb. -r r~, 't-il-he tnr mt .E0c rational appl ication ortboard the APTE.kII13

Cu -ing i'-~i.u Paer, satell te where an ion. propu _ sicti pac-isge
tUcfI irct h,7rC Oi. ari aite r.aroS is p'anned for north- south- stat iorkeep in, .~~ c~~i tfe ru - _

B _sid, others, the ti,r st ector anid si
ble variations of it had to b eriid

- or this task a beam diagnostic device redl
to be designed anid mranufacl-ured whiL 3 all-
wed to determine all relevant data of the

2. -ion beam.

It1 cojild be proved that the RIT 10 fu-'ls
the requirements concerning the characte-

____ nizatioi of the ion beam and especially tne
stability of the thrust vector during the

2 .--r- ~ -~ope-ation cycles. Detalledi beam diagncst-.c
has eenperfrme andthemechanical beam

Ti~ data have been determined with this new
diagnostic system.

1 The implementation of ion propulsion on AR-
TEMIS can be considered as a breakthrough
of this advanced technology and will push

-forward the application of electric
propulsion at all.

Fig.7: Thrust vector stability of the RIT
10 during an operational cycle
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